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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
December 1, 1959

To:

All Members of the Facul~y

From:

John N. Durrie, Secretary

Subject:

Regular Meeting

The regular monthly meeting of the Faculty will be held on Tuesday, December 8th,
in Mitchell Hall 101, at 4:00 p.m.
The agenda will include the L~..Lowing i terns:

1.

Presentation of Memorial Minute for Professor Loyd Tireman -Dean Travelstead.

2.

Nominations by the Policy Committee to fill standing committee
vacancies -- Professor Baker.

3,

Proposal to institute a revised honors program in the University
of New Mexico -- Dean Wynn . (Statement attached.)

4. Proposal for the establishment of a doctoral program in Psychology
Vice-President Castetter for the Graduate Committee .
attached.)

(Statement

5.

Requirements for a concentration in television-radio for students
graduating with B. F .A. in Dramatic Art or B.A. (with speech major).
(Statement attached.)

6.

Proposed new composite major in Communicative A1·ts -- Dean
Travelstead. (Statement attached.)

7. Report of the Committee on Retirement and Insurance concerning the
TI.AA Major Medical Health Insurance Plan - - Professor R. M. Duncan.
(Statement attached.)

8. Recommendations by the Policy Committee concerning changes in the
functions of the Athlet;c Council and the Committee on Scholarships
and Prizes -- Profes bor Baker. (Statement attached.)

9.

Annual Report of the Athletic Council - - Professor Daub.
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
Faculty Meeting
December 8, 1959
(Summarized Minutes)
The December 8, 1959, meeting of the University Faculty was called to order by
President Popejoy at 4:05 p.m., with a quorum present.
A memorial minute for Loyd Spencer Tireman, Professor of Education, who died on
vOctober 25, 1959, was read by Dean Travelstead on behalf of a special committee
(Dean Travelstead, Professor Ivins, and Mr. Durrie) appointed earlier by President
Popejoy. The Faculty approved this memorial minute by a standing vote and ordered
that a copy of it be sent to Mrs. ~ireman •
•

Professor Bak.er, chairman of the Policy Committee, nominated the following faculty
members as replacements on stanc.i.ng committees for 1959-60: Angel for Tireman
I (Curricula), Graham for J. S. Duncan (Curricula), and Gentry for Graham (Retirement and Insurance). These nominations were approved.
Vice-President Castetter, on behalf of the Graduate Committee, proposed the establishment of a doctoral program in Psychology. One change in the statement sent
' out in advance of the meeting was proposed by the Graduate Committee, however: In
the third sentence of section "4. Admission," it was recommended that the words
"admitted to11 be deleted, and the words, "receiving final departmental approval
for pursuit of" be substituted. With this change, the proposal was approved by
the Facul t_y •..,
. Dean Travelstead, for the College of Education, proposed the establishment of a
new composite major in Communicti.tive Arts. As amended to change the word
II
communicative" to "communication," this proposal was approved by the Faculty.
A report by the Committee on Retirement and Insurance was mailed to the Faculty
in advance of the meeting. The report pointed out that experience of the past
year and a half had shown that an additional $15,000 was needed to keep the Univer. sity's major medical health insurance plan in operation, this amount being
necessary to keep premium income and claims in proper balance. The report stated
that the University would absorb an increase of $1.25 per month for each employee
(not dependents), which would account for $8,800 of the amount needed. The
Committee proposed that the balance of the $15,000 be achieved by adjusting the
deductible which must oe met before reimbursement by TIAA according to the following scale: salary below $5,000 -- $50 deductible; salary from $5,000 to $7,999 -$75 deductible· and salary ~A Ov) and above -- $100 deductible. A~er considerable
d"iscussion, the
' report of the
.pv,
Committee was approved by the Faculty, the effective
date of its recommendations to be January 1, 1960.
, On behalf of the Policy Committee, Professor Bak.er recommended that the duties of

the Athletic Council and the Committee on Scholarships and Prizes be revised to the
effect that tart of the Council's annual report to the Faculty concerning gratuitous
awards and employment given to non-athletes shall be presented instead by the
Committee on Scholarships and Prizes. This reconnnendation was approved.
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Dean St ein, t·or the College of Fine Arts , recommended the establishment of a

/ concentration in television - radio f or students graduating with either a B. F. A.
in Drama.tic Art or a B. A. with a Spee ch major. Such a concentration would
utili ze the facilities, staff , and course s of both departments. This recommendation was approved .
J Professor

Daub , chairman of the Athletic Council, presented the Council 1 s annual
report to the Faculty on (a) waivers of the "C" rule for athletes, and (b) a
summary of gratuitous aid and employment for athletes and non-athletes.

The meeting adjourned at 5:45 p .m.
John N. Durrie, Secretary

UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
FAOJLTY MEETING
December 8, 1959
The December 8, 1959, meeting of the University Faculty
was called to order by Pr sident Popejoy at 4:05 p.m. with a
quorum present.
PRESIDENT POPEJOY We have a large number of committee
reports to present today. The first item in that respect will
be presented by Dean Travelstead.
DEAN TRAVELSTEAD Mr. President and members of the Faculty,
I should preface this reading by saying that this is a cormnittee report. We have been asked to draw up a memorial minute
for Doctor Tireman.
Loyd Spencer Tireman
(1896 - 1959)
Loyd Spencer Tireman, Professor of Education, Chairman
of the Department of Elementary Education, and a beloved
and valued member of the University family since 1927, did
on October 25, 1959, after an illness of several weeks.
Dr. Tireman was a great teacher -- a dedicated and
untiring "professorH of what he believed to be right -- a
loyal servant to the cause of education in New Mexico.
Those who knew him best feel quite sure he would like to
be remembered most as a teacher -- for just the same reason,
perhaps, as Thomas Jefferson, the author of the Declaration
of Independence, wanted to be remembered first of all as
the founder of the University of Virginia.
Students and teachers all over this land who were infhluenced by Dr. Tireman -- either directly as students in
is class s, or indir ctly as readers of his books and
i~ticles -- will, through their own deeds and through the
11ves of their children and pupils, project his influenc
nto generations yet unborn.
Those who worked closely with him at the University of
Ne~ Mexico are keenly aware that they have lost a great
f~iend. The affection and respect in which he was held by
colleagues cannot be adequately described in words. but
. ese colleagues will surely carry quietly and gratefully
in their hearts the pleasant memories they have of him. His

~ts
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keen insight, his scintilating humor, his words of help and
encouragement to the beginning teacher or discouraged student,
and his power to rise to the occasion when necessary will not
soon be forgotten.

.

.

Dr. Tireman•s influence and good works were known not only
in Iowa, where he received his Ph.D. degree fro the Universit(
of Iowa, and in New Mexico, where he learned and taught much
about how to teach Engli h to the Spanish-speaking child, but
also in several foreign countries where he was sent on educational missions by our government. With his extend d travel,
service, and study -- in Wales, Belgium, Switzerland, and
Luxembourg as early as 1932; and later in Bolivia, Brazil,
Thailand, Jordan; and in Hawaii as late as 1958 -- he was indeed a citizen of the world, with a sympathy and understanding
of the problems of education in many lands.
His other activities and affiliation included: active
membership for many years in Rotary International; high rank
in the Masonic Order; and membership in the M thodist Church.
Loyd Tireman was, then, a man of great integrity and
strength of character, an outstanding teacher who won soon
and retained the enduring re pect of his students and associates, and a citizen of whom this state can b justly proud.
The Faculty of the University of New Mexico hr r cord
with deep sorrow the passing of a man who made valued and
lasting contributions to the cause of education.
Memorial Committee:
Chester Travelstead
Wilson Ivins
John Durrie
Mr. President, I
by the Faculty.

ove you that this report be accepted

PROFESSOR FREEDMAN Second the motion.
POPEJOY Will ali those favoring the motion please stand.
The motion is carried unanimously.
We have another report coming from the Policy Committee.
Professor Baker.
PROFESSOR BAKER A vacancy now exits on the Curricula
Committee because of Doctor Tireman•s death. On b half of the
Policy Committee, I recommend Professor Frank Angel tor place

Replace ents
on Standing
Co
ttees
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Doctor Tireman.
FOPEJOY Do you want a separate motion on this?

.

BAKER There are three of them, o I think they should
come separately. I move the approval of Professor Ang l to
replace Doctor Tireman on th Curricula Committe.
.

MEMBER Second the motion.
POPEJOY All those in favor indicate by saying nay.•
Opposed? The motion is carried.
BAKER We have two resignations from committe s. Professor J. s. Duncan has resigned from the Curricula Committee
and Professor Graham has resigned from the Retirement and
Insurance Committee. To replace Prof ssor Duncan on th QJrricula Committee, the Policy Committe recomm nd Prof ssor
Graham; and on behalf of the Policy Committee I mov approval
of Professor Graham's appointment to the Curricul Committ •
POPEJOY Is there a second?
PROFESSOR VERNON . Second the motion.
POPEJOY Any questions? All thos in favor indicat
saying, •aye.M Opposed? The motion is carried.

by

'

BAKER Then the Policy Committee has r commend d Profes or Gentry to replace Professor Graham on the Retirem nt
and In urance Committee. On behalf of the Policy Committe
I move the approval of Professor G ntry•s appointment to th
Retirement and Insurance Committ e.
POPEJOY You have heard the motion.

I

there a second?

PROFESSOR PETTY Second the motion.
POPEJOY All those in favor indicate by saying "ay
Opposed? The motion is carried.

.N

We have had a request today to consider at another time
Item No. 3, which has to do with a revised honors program.
We will go on then to Item No. 4. This is a propo al for the
establishment of a doctoral program in Psychology to be presented by Doctor Castetter.
VICE-PRESIDENT CASTETTER I think a word of explanation
is in order here. Becaus of the timing in the ituation it
was n cessary to send out the description of then w doctoral

Doctoral
Pro ram in
Psychology
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program before the Graduate Committee had acted upon it. The
Graduate Committee met last Thursday and approved the doctoral
program with a modification which I shall mention in a moment.
You will note that the agenda and everything that gos with
it is dated December 1. It is unfortunate that we have to do
this, but it is necessary to get this done at this meeting one
way or the other so that if it is approved it can be put into
the new catalogue. Also it is necessary to get it immediately
to the State Board of Educational Finance as well as the State
Board of Finance for approval. This must be done before we ca1
consider it as final.
There is one minor change, and this change is requested
in order that in the minutes of the faculty meeting this will
appear exactly as it is finally approved. There is always
some difficulty about the use of the word ,.admis ion," o
on page 3 of the proposal submitted by the Psychology Department, as indicated in the supplementary m morandum dated
December 4, we have made a revision. It say, "All student
admitted to the doctoral program will have pas ed an extensive
preliminary qualifying examination in the field of psychology."
Now, this matter of being •admitted" is tricky, and it can
mean approval by the department, it can mean approval by the
Graduate Office, or it can also mean advancement to candid cy
in the minds of a number of people· so that in order to clarify
this, the Graduate Committee requests that this change which
appears on the December 4th memorandum be inserted so that the
words "admitted to" would be removed, and instead it would
read "receiving final d partmental approval for pursuit of••••
On behalf of the Graduate Committee, I move th approval
of this doctoral program in the Department of Psychology.
Doctor Peterson is prepared to answer questions regarding it,
and I shall also be glad to answer questions as they relate
directly to the Graduate Committee.
PROFESSOR PETERSON I will second the motion.
POPEJOY Professor Peterson is available for questions
on the proposal. Do you have any statement you would lik
to make, Professor Peterson?
PETERSON I might make one observation. In the cour
of changing a lot of this mat rial around I negl cted to
mention certain space requirements; and, with permission, I
would like to have this included as Paragraph e under 6 of
the mimeographed material at the end, as follows: "Themot
urgent need is a reorganization of laboratory research space.
It is anticipated that the one room now available for our
research work, Administration 203, will have to be partitioned
into smaller units. The alterations will include extensive

11
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lighting changes, s ound reduction, and air conditioning." I
don't have estimates of the cost, but it is not a recurring
expense. It should not run over ten thousand dollars.
POPEJOY Any other observations? Any questions? I believe this is the first time I have ever had a budget request
made in a faculty meeting.
PETERSON Mr. Chairman, none of this is a requ st. All
this calls for is the approval or disapproval of the issue.
Any part of it could be turned down.
POPEJOY I understand.

Are you ready for the question?

MEMBERS Question.
POPEJOY All in favor indicate by saying, "aye."
The motion is ~arried.

Opposed?

We have had a request that Item No. 5 be postponed for
a little while today pending the arrival here of Doctor Hempen,
who will be prepared to answer questions in regard to that
item.
This brings us up to number 6. This is a new composite
major in Communicative Arts, and thi item will be presented
by Dean Travelstead.
,. •

•

It,

TRAVELSTEAD Mr. President, in the agenda we do have a
brief and, I think, adequate description of what the Department of Secondary Education and the College of Education
propose with respect to this new major in Communicative Arts.
Rather than try to review the details o~ this, I think that
I shall assume you have read it; and just say that we think
it would serve an excellent purpose not to the detriment of
any other good purpose we are trying to serve and that we
think it would be quite useful and h lpful if the students
so interested would be allowed to pursue this program.
We have presented the reasons on page 2, and I think I
will not read them at this time. I would rather, Mr. Presid!nt, answer any questions that may come up when we have the
discussion.
I move you that this proposal for a composite major in
Communicative Arts be approved at this time.
POPEJOY Is there a second?
PROFESSOR BAUGHMAN Second the motion.

Composite
Major in

Conmnmication
Arts
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~PEJOY This puts the matter before you for discussion.
Dean Travelstead has indicated a willingness to answer questiO'ls.
PR:>FESSOR FREEDMAN How many students do you anticipate
will be involved in the program, Dean Travelstead?
TRAVELSTEAD This is a difficult question to answer.
We anticipate that some of those students who are now or might
be in the future minoring in English, for example, will have
an opportunity under this program to take work related to thi
field and put it together in a composite. So we think it would
be whoever we have who might be minoring in English, but might
be taking some related subjects, We have talked to Doctor
Trowbridge about the possibility of taking any appreciable
number of persons majoring in English, and we think it would
not encourage this. It is difficult for us to say. I imagine
ach year there might be one or two persons graduating who
would choo e this program.
PROFESSOR NORTHROP I don't object to the program at all,
but there is something about this terminology I don•t lik.
I just wonder if there is anything else we could call it besides a Communicative Arts composite teaching major. I can't
tell you just what it is that l don't like about it.
TRAVELSTEAD I might suggest in this conn ction that last
year when this was considered we had another term which might
not be any more objectionable which we called a composite in
the Language Arts; and, since it did not include anything in
the foreign language field, the language people thought it
might be misleading. You might say this is a composite in
language arts or a composite in communicative arts. It is a
composite. We have to use some word that denotes a composite
of several different parts. There might be a different word
which is better. and that would be all right with us, I am sure.
NORrHROP I agree that teaching is an art, but I object
to the word Ncommunicative,M

MEMBER Which arts are not communicative?
TRAVELSTEAD
cative arts.M

We might say Ma major in some of the communi-

FREE~ O an Travelstead, would you object to changing
the word Mcommunicative" to the word Mcommunication•?
TRAVELSTEAD

That would be all right.

FREEDMAN Does that take care of your objection?

5
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NOKIHROP I
involved; l was
nology. I think
to me to approve

wasn•t trying to influence the departments
just. making an obs rvation about this termiI would prefer it. but perhaps it is not up
or disapprove.

FREEDMAN I will move that we amend it to change the nam
to include the word "communication' instead of the word "communicative."
MEMBER Second the motion.
PROFESSOR MAC ClJRDY May I ask. Dean Travelstead. if the
English Department still obj ctsto this program; and. if so.
why?
TRAVELSTEAD I will not attempt to answer the que tion.
I suppose the English Department should answer that question.
Doctor Trowbridge. do you wish to speak on it?
TfPWBRIDGE I didn t really want to speak on it. I won•t
speak very long. The Department has never been enthusiastic
about this program. and we opposed it a year ago before the
Curricula Committee. We have several reasons for that, I
won 1 t go into all of them. but I will just mention one or two.
First, we do not like the listing of English I and II as a
part of a major. Those two courses. as you all know, are University course which are not part of our departmental program.
They have never b n counted for a major or minor in Engl sh.
either in Arts and Sciences or as a teaching major for stud n'ts
in education. We think it would be better to eliminate English
I and II and require courses above 50.
e have felt the minimum number of hours in English here is really insufficient.
For these people who are teaching progressive curricula in
the high schools which combine traditional English subject matter--that is, grammar, writing. and vocabulary on the one side
and literature on the other side--which will still be the central mat rial whether you call it language arts. communicative
arts, or 1 in the more oldfashioned vocabulary, simply English.
we think that they really ought to have something like six
hours more because that is what they will be teaching, along
with these other things integrated with it into a degree.
So we have been uncomfortable and are still rather uncomfortable about this. However. we have been assured by Doctor
Ivins that all these students will take in addition to the
courses listed here English 155. or Education 155, which is a
methOds course in the teaching of English taught by a member~
the Department of English and which includes substantive work
in the two main aspects of teaching, that is. on the side of
language and also on the ide of literature. That is an additional thr e hours which is not listed here but which they will

55
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take under the professional part of their requirement for
certification. Doctor Ivins also tells us that he will very
strongly recommend another course in language which will be
very valuable for thes people in English and speech and
journalism and drama, which are all members of the compon nt.

I brought this matter before our departmental committee.
I think we must have been in a mellow mood that day, but w
decided not to make any official protest against this. Actually, I am not in a mood to battle against it.
MEMBER Dean Travelstead, will they be accredited upon
taking this major?
TRAVELSTEAD
certification?

You mean how does it relate to the State

MEMBER Yes.
TRAVELSTEAD Actually, we think it is disgraceful that a
person can . teach in New Mexico with as little as fifteen hours.
This, of course, is considerably above that. A person in any
subject area may have a minimum of fifteen hours. This is above
that, especially when they take the 155 course; and most ut them,
I think, Doctor Trowbridge, would also tak English 91, which
is the history of the language. Actually, most of these people
would have 24 to 27, or as much a$ 30 hours in some circumstances.
It is considerably above the minimum requirements of the State
which we are, incidentally, trying to get raised.
MEMBER Dean Travelstead, do you have any objection to
putting English 91 and the 155 course into the requirements?
TRAVELSTEAD The 155 course, I think, would be appropriately labeled a professional education course by the English
Department. As Doctor Trowbridge explained, it would be
counted in their prof ssional education sequence. I would
have no objection to including the requirement that all persons in this program would have the 155 course as a part of
it. I think in the absence of Doctor Ivins and the others who
have studied this, I would make an objection to a requirement
for all students taking English 91.
TK>WBRIDGE I agree completely on 155, that it should
not be listed here. They will take 155 outside the fiftyfour-hour total listed for the composite, but we could hav
it as a specific understanding in writing that they all would
take 155.
PR:>FESSOR WEIHOFEN In looking over the requirements I
got not only the impression that Professor Trowbridge mention d,

5
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but one mor sp cific one. Not only does it seem to me th r
were not sufficient hours in the basic part of this composit
major, namely, in the English; but more specifically there
is even less of the composition in the composite--in the writing as distinguished from the reading of somebody els s writing. American and World Literature, the History of the Language,
and the methods of how to teach are not composition. It is my
impression that writing in English is a skill; and, like any
other skill, can be accomplished only by doing. It seems to
that they are going to be doing very little English under this
program, and my question is, first, why so little of the actual
writing for thos who are supposed to be teaching others how
to write? Secondly, on the other hand, why do you specify 12
hours of ,Speech? It seems to me, and I think it is correct
to say, that Speech is less important than English; and yet
under the electives that are available Speech may be given
twice as much importance, if a perso~ so chooses.
TRAVELSTEAD The matter of quantity in writing, I think,
is a r lative matter, Mr. Weihofen. I would submit that Engli h
I and English !!--even though Doctor Trowbridge says they do
not generally choose to call these a part of the major--do
include, as I understand them, some attention to writing. Some
of the members of the English may care to say how much. I
think we would not say that no mor writing is need d, but it
is a matter pf some kind of a balance. The Speech people might
like to comment on the balance.
PROFESSOR EUBANK I don•t know whether it is the balance
or the imbalance that we are -talking about. We would like to
hav our people who are teaching Speech have a minimu of fifteen hours. We do know that many of them have only twelv
hours. We think this is an improvement over what we have had
for the students who are teaching public speaking.
POPEJOY Any other questions?
MEMBERS Question.
POPEJOY Dow

have th

original motion before us now?

MR. DURRIE There is an amendment to change the word
"communicative• to the word "communication."
POPEJOY This mendment was offered by Professor Freedman. Are you ready to vote on the am ndment? As I understand it, Dean Travelstead, you have no objection to this
amendment?
TRAVELSTEAD

No objection.
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POPEJOY All in favor of the motion to amend by changing
the word ncommunicative• to the word ncommunication" say •aye."
Opposed? The motion is ,carried.
Are you ready to vote on th

original motion as am nded?

MEMBER I have a question on the original motion. If the
student is excused from English I, does this reduce the total
number of hours that he has to take to 51?
TRAVELSTEAD I would say not. I would say the total
ought to be the same 54, which would mean he would have to tak
another course. In other words, there would be 21 hours of
English. Has that been discussed in any of the other groups
that have worked on this? I would say on behalf of the College of Education that he would take another course in English.
TROWBRIDGE I believe that would be consist nt with the
present practice. The hours required for graduation are not
reduced, so he would still have to have the three hour within the composite.
TRAVELSTEAD Before we vote on this, could I ask Doctor
Trowbridge a . question, for Mr. Weihofen. What oth r course in
language would you suggest in connection with Mr. Weihofen•
point?
TROWBFUDGE We have four in creative and informative
writing. One of these is the informative writing course,
and the other three are in creative writing. Any two of the
four would be very valuable for these students.
TRAVELSTEAD I would like to connect these two points.
For the most part, I think, Mr. Weihofen, most of the students
would go into English II, and therefore the next course would
be a course in writing. That is in answer to Doctor Freedman's point and also to yours.
POPEJOY Are you ready for the original motion as amended?
Is there a call for the question?
MEMBERS QUestion.
POPEJOY All in favor indicate by saying, •aye.• Opposed.
The motion is carried.
We will now take up Item 7, which is a report from the
Committee on Retirement and Insurance. Professor Duncan.
PROFESSOR R. M. DUNCAN Mr. President and members of the
Faculty, after I came into the roo, it became clear to me that

Revisions in

Major
Health
Insurance Pl
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perhaps I ought to do a little more today than I had expected
to do. In particular, I would like to point out that the payment for health insurance at the present tie up to January
1, at least, of next year is the same for everybody. Each
employee contributes $5 a month for his health insurance;
and if he has dependents and he covers his dependents, then
he pays $6.50 additional per month for his dependents, making
a total of $11.50 per month for his health insurance.
On the stubs of your salary checks you will find a deduct,.
ion for insurance and it will not be $11.50. It will vary
according to the salary bracket in which you fall, becau
th
amount of the life insurance you carry dep nds upon your salary
bracket. The people who get the highest salaries have insurance in the amount of $15,000, whereas a person who arns only
$5,000 has much less life insurance, so that the deduction on
your salary check stub for insurance will be more than th
$11.50 which your health insurance will cost if you and your
dependents both are covered.
I assume that you have all read the report which was
distributed through the campus mail. You will find it beginning with the third-from-the-last page accompanying th
agenda for today~s meeting. I should indicat what you will
have noticed already, that the premiums must be increased if
we are to continue the health insurance a w now have it.
President Popejoy has agreed that as to the premium for the
employees--not for the dependents--the increase of $1.50 a
month for the employees can be borne by the University.
That does not provide the $15,000 a year which TIAA must
have in order to keep from going into the red.
Then at the bottom of the first page you will notice
that in order to meet this problem the committee considered
two possibilities, (1) an extra increase of the premium for
the different salary brackets of $1 per month for those
whose salaries fall between $5,000 and $7,999, and an additional dollar, that is to say $2 per month, for those whose
salaries are $8,000 or more. That is on
lternative which
would make up the additional amount needed to keep our
system operating in the black. The other alternative is to
decrease the amount of money paid out in benefits by having
a deductible possibly based also on the salary bracket. I
can tell you why we finally put the division at the place
that we did recommend. You will notice that the fir t
division occurs at the $5 ,000 mark. In preparing statistical
studies for TIAA, Mr. Perovich made a list of the numbers of
people who have salaries in the different brackets. He
gave these by the thousand dollars per year. We find that
there are in the University a total of 254 people employ d
who receive salaries under $5,000 a year, but that between

5
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$5,000 and $6,000 the number drops noticeably. A factor that
influences this is the number of employees of Buildings and
Grounds and other enterprises of that nature. Most of th&m
get below $5,000 a year. So that looked like a good place to
make a division, at that level. Then the next level seems to
be $8,000, because the total number of people in the $7 000
to $8,000 bracket is 67. When we get up to the next thousanddollar mark, the $8,000 to $9,000 there are 43. So that crea s
a proper place to make that kind of a division. Now, the committee was divided, really, on whether to recommend that we
increase the premium depending upon the bracket to obtain this
extra money or whether we should obtain the saving by varying
the deductible amount before benefits would be paid. Most
of the committee were in favor of the latter, but I think none
of us felt that it wa a clearcut case, and with a little prsuasion most of us might move over on the other side of the
line.

Mr. President, I think at this point if th re is any
question that I could answer or any explanation I could make
or any suggestion that the people from the floor would like
to make that that would be a proper way to proceed.
POPEJOY Go ahead.
PROFESSOR NORMAN I didn 1 t get those figures.
$5,000, you said there wer 254?
R. M. DUNCAN

NORMAN

Yes.

What is the number between $5,000 and $8,000?

R. M. DUNCAN
NORMAN

Below

178.

That includes--?

R. M. DUNCAN I have an extra copy of this which I can
give you if you _like,
NORMAN

Thank you.

R. M. DUNCAN
th

Above $8,000 there are 136.

PROFESSOR HAAS Into which one of these brackets does
biggest portion of the claims fall?

MR. PEROVIQ-i The people below $5,000 have fewer claims.
Above $10,000 we don't have good enough statistics now because
there werenlt enough people making above $10,000 to give us
an accurate reflection of what the total proportion would be.
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PROFESSOR MASLEY The present rates are in effect until
January. Is that right?
R. M. DUNCAN

Yes.

MASLEY Does this $100 deductible apply only to the employee,
or does it apply to the dependents, also?
R. M. DUNCAN

No, to each member of the family.

PROFESSOR PETTY Do I understand correctly that thi
proposal on Page 2, if .adopted, will meet the requirements
of the insurance company?
R. M. DUNCAN
PETTY

Not quite.

But they are willing to accept that?

R. M. DUNCAN They are willing to accept that. Of course,
you understand health insurance is not something that you
pull out of a bag at Christmastime. If I have more claims
on health insurance than I have paid in in premiums, it means
that all of us are paying my bills. In the aggregate the
money we put in health insurance must be enough to pay the
claims over th long haul. Of course, for the first couple
of years we could stick somebody for the difference; but
this Faculty must pay it, and w are not insured by other
faculties els where.
PROFESSOR REEVE Professor Duncan, why the differential?
Why not straight across the board?
R. M. DUNCAN This is a new kind of insurance from the
policy we held before. With the $50 deductible the people
who were below $5,000 a year would find if we increased
their premiums that their insurance would not be of much
assistance to them. This kind of policy is designed to protect us against catastrophic illness, and it does, I think,
because we can go up to $15,000, which very few health
insurance policies will do. But the people who earn less
than $5,000 a year would not find the insurance policy helpful to them if they had to either pay increased premiums or
accumulate medical expenses up to $100 before they were reimbursed.
REEVE If you took the average, it would make a $75
increase straight across the board. Do you mean to say that
that bracket couldn't stand that?
R. M. DUNCAN I suspect it would be a pretty severe
jolt to them, wouldn't it, Mr. Perovich?
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PEROVIQ-1 I think it would. Of course, the people in that
bracket have less claims proportionately.

R. M. DUNCAN
us, you see.

So in a sense they are already subsidizing

REEVE Then let us move on to the higher brackets. Are
those in the highest bracket better off than those in the
$5,000 to $8,000?
R. M. DUNCAN The assumption is that they are better
off and better able to pay, but sometimes I wonder.
REEVE I think that is one of the fallacies, that we
don•t know what the financial need of these people is who are
covered by the insurance. The figures you have given us are
just for those who earn $5,000?
R. M. DUNCAN
covered.
PEROVIOi

About 90 per cent of the B

&

G people are

These are the people that are covered.

MEliBER Doctor Duncan, have you made any analysis of who
are getting paid the claims as between the dependents and th
staff people?
PROFESSOR FLECK It says in th
employees.

report that it is th

R. M. DUNCAN That is quite true. With the new schedule
the employer will be paying $6.50, so that the company will be
getting $13.
PROFESSOR DOUGLASS That would be in addition to the
raising of the deductible?
R. M. DUNCAN The deductible has nothing to do with the
premium. Th deductible would have to do only with the medical expenses you accumulate before you are eligible to receive
any benefits.
IX>lX.3LASS I understand that, but if the deductible amount
were raised from $50 to $100 or from $50 to $75, as the case
might be, the University would still be raised to $6.50.
R. M. DUNCAN Yes, it takes both in order to give the
company the extra money that is required. Perhaps I should
say a word about having three different d ductibles inst ad
of two. The TIAA recommended that at the $5,000 mark we do
go up immediately to a deductible of $100 before being reimbursed for any medical expenses, but it would seem that that
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wa a prettty sev re jolt, and I think th in tructo
tin professors with childr n would uff r
littl

nd

r-

•

PROFESSOR V. C. KELLEY Sine the o itt
diffi ulty deciding betw en th two alt rnative
be helpful to hav a howing of hand of tho e
fer on or th other?
PROFESSOR CLARK Ther are po ibly two or thre
er tion here which might h v
o • ffect on ho you
your hands. The fir t thing we ought to on ider i th
TIAA has really had av ry op n-minded attitud
nd h
tr
in ev ry way to give us a good plan, and thi
m kind of
omparable plan anywher el
ould cot
gr t de l of
mon Y• Secondly, this kind of plan is d ign d tot k
of major medial xpense. So the a u ption of th co
tee. as I recall, was that a hospital bill for,
y,
of five members for a year of ov r $250, hich is 50
each pr on s deductible--become
jor it
It b
almost a catastrophe for a family th t
t
s
large number of people do und r thi
For
pr
arning $8,000 to $10,000 a y ar a $500
bill for h
family during the year 1 le sofa cata troph th n f
pr on who ism king under $4,000 who ha to put out 250.
I am one of the p ople who waiv ed betw nth
Kelley, and I have tried to thin about 11 the
tion, but it dos seem to me
hould giv
on
to thi balanced handling of th variou
al ri
of thi d ductible item.
PROFESSOR FINMAN May I have so
first alternative considered by th co
cated that a per on covered just by hi
would pay $12 more per year
incr a ed as dependent are add
a month mor?

n

ar

R• • DUNCAN The co itte had not
into it qu t
fr enough to det rmin that; but if th Pr id nt
r n t
here, I might uggest th t we put it on the
ploy e imply
b cause so e time the dmini trat on
ght b imp ll
to
h lp out a little more and
y h lp with th in uranc
burd n of the employe but
p
nt
ould h ve
to tudy that furth r, and
hop
t up
to u.

FINMAN Under th fir t alt r tiv
gardl
of ho
any p ople are cov rd, th t i ju
ye rm imu,
hich is a relativ ly n gligib
amo~nt, hr a in the
ond lt rnative wh
you ar cov ing depend nt
t ould
man $200 a year in addition l xpens
b caus of th iner a d deductible.
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R. M. DUNCAN Yes, but this would not be $1 per person.
It doesn t matter whether he has only one dependent or five.

FINMAN It is going to be $1 in any case.
R. M. DUNC.AN One dollar a month or two dollars a month.
We did not discuss the matter of how we would divide the
extra dollar. but l don't believe that would matter very
much. We have a very good turn-out today, and I expect the
number of people who would be influenced by putting it on
the employee or on the dependents would be very few.
MEMBER But it wouldn t be more than $1 or $2 no matter
how you distribute it?
TFOWBRIDGE You are going to have a straw vote as between alternatives one and two?
R. M. DUNCAN

That is right.

Tfl)WBRIOGE Would you prefer to have that put as a
motion to amend, or would you prefer to keep the freedom of
choice within the committee? One tlear way to find out
would be to move to amend.

R. M. DUNCAN The difficulty is that if we amend we
would have to work it out right now whether e put it on the
employee or on the dependent.
TK)WBRIDGE

That is all right with me.

R. M. DUNCAN Should we have mor
put it to a straw vote?

discussion before we

PROFESSOR HUBER There have been statements twice that
this is catastrophic loss insurance, and I am wondering whether this necessarily holds true. Certainly it has a higher
limit. But we are also trying to go the other way
For
instance, three prescriptions will eat up $25, and from there
on you are claiming against your premiums. It doesn t take
much in the way of a couple of shots to eat up the premiums
you have paid in, which doesn t leave much for the catastroph~
and I think we are trying to buy more than we need or can
afford.
R. M. DUNCAN I think the committee considered that when
we installed this system, that we did want this catastrophe
insurance and at the same time we should have something less
than catastrophe insurance, and it was preferred to combine
both features in the same policy.
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MEMBER Is there any possibility of a base plan with a
catastrophe plan, and 1 t the employee decide the plan which
he wants? If you want them both, then you could buy th m
both.
R. M. DUNCAN With a large group you can do better on
one policy; and the larger your group, the better you can do.
MEMBER I understand; but still there are some, I would
imagine, who would prefer, as we talked--if I rememb r correctly-when we adopted this plan, that we be primarily after the catastrophic loss.
R. M. DUNCAN At that particular time we were dropping
our old insurance, which was not catastrophic insurance, and
there was no disposition on the part of the faculty to do
away with that.
FREEDMAN I am baffled by the arithmetic here. If we
adopt, as you have given us a choice to do, the alternative
employed in Paragraph 1, and as I make it out, suppose we
were to charge every employee on the campus a maximum of
$15 a year extra in order to raise the difference between the
$8,800 and the $15,000 needed-R. M. DUNGAN No, we put the extra dollar and the extra
two dollars in different brackets
FREEDMAN No, I say suppose we did it that way. We th n
go from that to an alternative, number 2, which might cost us
from $100 to $200 or more per person or per family. What is
the rationale between these two alternatives?
R. M. DUNCAN If I understand what you are driving at-~nd I am sure I do--first, under the alternative of increasing the premium you are absolutely increasing your medical
expense by the amount specified for the bracket you fall in.
If you are in the $5,000 to $8,000 bracket, your medical costs
go up $12 a year. If you are above $8,000 then your medical
costs go up $24 a year. Now, under the alternative you gamble
on your total medical expenses.
FREEDMAN Yes, but the capital is $12 as opposed to the
extreme of $200 or more, if you have four persons in the family.
R. M. DUNCAN I think the flaw in your argument is that
you are assuming in order to get those benefits that you are
going to have every member of your family ill to the amount
Of the deductible, and that isn t the way it works out. One
or two persons in a fa ily may collect. Mr. Perovich, is
there any instance wh re all the members of the family have
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had it in one year?
MEMBER That is right.

Everybody doesn't have a claim.

HUBER Might I point out that one of the committee members a mo ent ago used this same reasoning when he said it
would be pretty hard to take for a $4,000 a year person.
That assumption was just as illogical.
CLARK Mr. Chairman, there is an attempt to compare
incomparables here. It is not a mistake in arithmetic. It
is a mistake in reasoning. Bob, I think another thing we
ought to point out is that when we prepared this schedule
it was TIAA 1 s recommendation; and, although I couldn 1 t
guarantee it, if we don ·t increase the deductible now it
will have to be increased within a year, or increase the
premium, because they have pointed out that medical expenses
are going up at the rate of five per cent a year. We are
going to have more and more claims between the $50 and $100
bracket that we haven•t had previously because of this increase in medical costs.
TIAA has attempted to help us in good faith work out
something that no other company wants to monkey with. Mr.
Huber is talking about catastrophe insurance in its proper
light, and they are deductible up to $500. TIAA has tried
to combine something for us that will cover major disasters
and also go down as far as possible to cover major illnesses.
We are actually, Mr. Huber, trying to do both with this plan.
I am sure if we vote to increase the premiums a couple of
dollars next year, we will have to increase them again. I
would look at this in a very suspicious, ulterior way and
say, •Lets go along with them if they want to use us as a
guinea pig in working out their actuarial figures on this."
MEMBER Is there a possibility that those who want to
can pay the additional premiums and the others can take the
higher deductible?
R. M. DUNCAN

No, I don't think you can do that.
-

REEVE Mr. Chairman, I am not interested in the arithmetic involved here. I am quite willing to go along with
any claim that the folks want, but the one point that has
not been mentioned , which I think is a matter of principle
is that we are operating under the philosophy of the rich
helping the poor. Now, if you have that clearly in mind
and want to work on that basis-CLARK That is wrong.

The poor are helping the rich.
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REEVE It is not erroneous at all. One comm nt her a
moment ago was that the insurance rate might go up. In that
case when you raise the deductible figure for those above
$8,000 to $150 it will go up to only $62.50 for those below
$5,000. You will have a progressive scale of the rich helping the poor. I am quite willing to do it.
CLARK May I ask the Chairman to state again that a
greater number of claims were paid to the higher income people
than to the lower income people.

R. M. DUNCAN I would say that at the present time the
lower paid people, that is, those below $5,000, are paying
more into the fund and getting back less than the higher paid
people. In defense of the principle of the higher brackets
paying more than the lower brackets I would offer the vidence
of our present society where that principle seems to be pretty
well established through our income tax for one thing and also
by the principle of membership in the Faculty Club, for anotha:.
(Laughter) However, I understand objection to membership in
the club has nothing to do with the dues.
In any case there is another factor that we might bring
forth in favor of having the higher brackets pay more, and that
is that a plan for insurance, the same as a plan for retir ment, looks to the entire productive life of the faculty
member; and it assumes that as long as we were at the University of New Mexico if we are penalized in the early years
then presumably we will reap some rewards in the later years
when we are higher paid members. Conversely, if we favor a
member by providing him with fringe benefits at a lower cost
than the higher paid people, if he reaches a ripe old age with
a ripe old salary, he might, in turn, repay some of that.
HUBER I would like to read from your report in support
of the statement Professor Reeve just made: •the Committee
approves the principle that members with higher salaries
should pay more than those in the lower brackets; first of
all because it is a good ethical principle, and secondly because medical claims are greater in the higher salary brackets."
If you have got statistics to back up the •greater claims"
statement then there is some reason for that, but I object to
this statement that it is a good ethical principle.
R. M. DUNCAN The committee apologizes for introducing
a philosophical note.
PROFESSOR CLINE Mr. Chairman, do we have a motion on
the floor?
R. M. DUNCAN

No, we have not.
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CLINE

I would like to move, if it is appropriate that

we adopt the committee's report.

MEMBER Second the

motion.

POPEJOY There is a · motion to adopt the committee report.
MEMBER Could we have that show of hands that we were
talking about.
PROFESSOR JUDAH Mr. Chairman, won 1 t this do the same
thing as the show of hands?
PETTY Mr. Chairman, the committee has proposed this.
Therefore, if this otion is ~dopted• the proposal is adopted
by the Faculty and the committee can follow it. I think it
is clearcut there on page 2 as to what we are voting on.
POPEJOY There is this additional question, and I would
like to ask Doctor Duncan about this. I believe each family
member was given an opportunity to refuse it in the way of a
salary or payroll deduction. Is that right.
R. M. DUNCAN

That was true.

POPEJOY Then the other related question is that there
are probably as many staff members outside the voting faculty
who are participating in this plan as we have in the voting
faculty; so in a sense all this group is doing is to recommend
that the rates be changed in the manner in which you decide
with the understanding that each faculty member and each staff
member will have the opportunity to refuse th arrangement and
to take out other forms of insurance or no insurance as he sees
fit. ls this the understanding?
CLARK I hope not.

This may destroy the whole plan.

POPEJOY It may destroy the plan, but I believe I am
right in saying that always before we have not made this a
condition of employment. We have asked the faculty member
to sign a statement that there will or will not be a deduction.
Is that right. Mr. Perovich?
PEROVICH That is right. However, when the plan went
into effect, we increased everybody's salary about $5 to take
care of this premium. I assume if they drop out now we will
have to decrease the salary (laughter).
POPEJOY The normal procedure is that at least eighty
per cent of the staff has to come in to make these programs
work. I am quite sure there will be that many, but I am
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trying to make it clear that this body does not have the
authority to place this on the Building & Grounds people and
other members of the staff who are not nere.
MEMBcR Question.
PROFESSOR STEGcR My sympathy for the hardship cases
has been aroused, and 1 think it might m~~~ those of us who
are rich here feel a little better if the statistics that
your committee seems to have can be produced, which will
show in this one case, at least, that the rich are getting
the benefits, that is, that the poor are supporting the rich
here; and then we will not feel so bad at income tax time.
If you have these figures that the poor are supporting the
rich, I would like to hear the figures.
PEROVIOi The less-than-$5,000 group had 127 claims
amounting to $26,500, and of this amount approximately $5,300
was paid to male employees and $11,300 to female employees.
The balance was paid for dependents.
In the next category from $5,000 to $10,000, there were
143 claims amounting to $29,901; and here again the employee
had about $18,000 of the $29,000, with approximately $11,000
going for the dependents.
More than half of the people in the plan fall into the
first category. For the over-$10,000 group there were only
$1,679 paid out in 11 claims.
MEMBER The smaller claims made by the people under
$5,000 might be because of a lack of understanding of how to
file claims.
PEROVIOi I think people making less than $5,000 have
fewer medical expenses.
POPEJOY The question has been asked, Mr. Perovich and
Professor Duncan, as to whether or not increased salaries will
automatically make people ill.
R. M. DUNCAN
to take.

I think it is a risk many of us are willing

DEAN PARISH Mr. President, on the figures just given
there really isn't much difference per claim. The statement
that the people under $5,000 are paying more isn 1 t borne out
very well. It comes out to a little over $20 in each case
Per claim, so the difference, you see, isn 1 t so much per claim.
MEMBER Yes, but Mr. Perovich ha

pointed out to us that
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the under-$5,000 group contains more than half of the people
in the plan and they have received less in benefits.
son.

PARISH

But the claims would be about the same per per-

FINMAN The issue now is not how the cost is going to
be spread, but which of the two alternative systems is to be
used to spread it. Both of these systems create a differential
based on salary. There is a deficit to be made up here. If
that deficit is not enough, then, regardless of which alternative is chosen, the insurance company is going to have to make
up a further deficit. May I, therefore, ask whether, if the
committee 1 s proposal to accept alternative 2 is defeated,
alternative 1 would receive attention--whether that would be
carried forward.
R. M. DUNCAN I should think if the Faculty voted against
one, it would be a very good idea to see if the other one would
be satisfactory. A vote of this Faculty obviously cannot
arrange the matter to the satisfaction of both parties. We
have the Buildings & Grounds people, and we must get in touch
with the Company to see whether they would approve, also.
They will approve the alternative we have suggested, because
we have been in touch with them on it.
MEMBER QJestion.
POPEJOY There has been a call for the question. Are
you ready to vote. The motion is to approve the committee
report. All in favor indicate by saying, "aye.• Opposed?
I believe the "ayes" have it. If the "noes" would like to
have a hand count, I will be glad to call for a count.
MEMBER I think, Mr. President, a number of people
would be more comfortable if you did call for a count.
POPEJOY All those in favor of the motion indicate by
raising your right hand.
DURRIE

Sixty-three for.

POPEJOY All those opposed, the same sign?
DURR.IE Twenty-eight against.
POPEJOY I will rule the motion is carried. The next
item on the agenda is Item No. 8, a recommendation by the
Policy Committee.
BAKER There are two changes, Mr. Chairman, which the
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Policy Committee wishes to recommend, and, of course, gain
the approval of the Faculty. At the present time the Chairman of the Athletic Council reports at this meeting on employment, scholarship, etc., for athletes and the report covers
also the figures for nonathletes. It seems they have been
questioned as to why they report on the other students, the
nonathletes. The Policy Committee agrees with them that it
is a questionable duty for the Athletic Council. However,
since that wording was originally put into the functions and
duties of the Athletic Council, it is also believed that there
was a comparison desired by this Faculty.

Ch ge in
Funct ons o
Athletic
Council and
Committee on
Schol rships
and Pr zes

Scholarships,
Grants, et c
to Athletes
and NonThe Policy Committee, therefore, has recommended dropping Athlete

the 5 or 6 words ttas well as to other students" from the duties
of the Athletic Council. Then we have added a statement to
the duties of the Committee on Scholarships and Prizes to
require the chairman of that committee to report on the nonathletes. You have these two changes before you, attached to
the agenda, and, on behalf of the Policy Committee, I recommend
the approval of these two changes.
FLECK Second the motion.
FOPEJOY Are you ready to vote?
MEMBERS

Question.

POPEJOY All in favor indicate by saying "aye."
The motion is carried.

Opposed?

We will now take up Item No. 5.
DEAN STEIN For some time the College of Arts and Sciences,
through the Department of Speech, has offered several courses
in radio and television, one way or another. Last year we
Concentration
decided to try to make a coordinated effort to develop a small in TV-Radio
concentration in this particular area, using the courses we
for Students
a · ady had in the old catalogue and merely cross-listing the
in Dramatic
a~ then working 1n the existing majors in each of the particular Art or Speech
fields. So we are now requesting a new major. The dean oft~
college and the department chairmen worked with the various
courses and screened them for any possible duplication and
came up with the sequence of courses listed in the agenda. I
Should like to move that this concentration in radio and television be approved.

DEAN WYNN Second the motion.
POPEJOY The motion is before you.

MEMBER QJestion.
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POPEJOY There is a call for the question. Are you ready?
All in favor indicate by saying "aye." Opposed. The motion~
carried.
We are now down to the last item, the Annual Report of
the Athletic Council by Professor Daub.
PROFESSOR DAUB Report of the Athletic Council to the
Faculty, December 8, 1959.

Athlet c
Council
Ann

This report covers the academic year 1958-59 and consists R port
of two parts: (a) actions taken by the Athletic Council on
waivers of the "C" rule as recommended by the Dean of Men for
athletes engag·ng in intercollegiate competition and (b) informing the Faculty of awards and employment made available both
to athletes and to non-athletes at this institution.
(a)

Waivers of the "C" Rule for Athletes.

Wa vers of

During the academic year September 1958 to June 1959
eleven students competed as members of University varsity
athletic teams in intercollegiate competition through waiver
of the "C 11 rule.

(b) Summary of Gratuitous Aid and Employment:
Non-athletes.

Athletes and

The following is a summary of information supplied by
the Student Affairs Division and the General Placement Bureau
for the 1958-59 academic year. The report from the Student
Affairs Division covered all expenditures on student athlete
and all grants to non-athletes listing all recipients. From
the General Placement Bureau only totals were received on
Off-campus and on-campus aid.
During the academic year 1958-59 the General Placement
~ureau assisted a total of 996 students in securing part-time
Jobs totaling approximately $373,095 or an average of $375
Per student so employed. Of these studPnts 252 were employed
through student aid to an amount of $23,095 or an average
of $91.50 per student so employed. The rest or 744 students
w re employed on and off campus via non-student aid to an
amount of $350.000 or $470 per student so employed.
On-campus employment of student athletes amounted to
$13J052.50 for a total of 118 athletes or $110 per student.
With respect to scholarships and grants-in-ad. there
were 166 athletes on campus in 1958-59 receiving grants-inaid and scholarships totaling $122,482.54 including grants
for tuition, room and board, and books. Thi averages to

"C" Rule

Gratuito11s
Aid nd
Employm t
to Athlete
a.nd onAthl t s
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$737 per student athlete so aided.

A total of 501 students received scholarship aid to the
extent of $93,770.81 for an average of $187 per student.
PARISH Mr. President, I don't th nk Professor Daub
has given us a report according to the spirit of the duties
assigned to the Athletic Council by this Faculty. It merely
states eleven students were allowed to play intercollegiate
athletics, without any explanation, which I think is a rather
shocking statement in itself, because I believe the Faculty
has every right to believe it is unusual when an individual
is permitted to do this. I think this makes an utter fiasco
of our one-point rule.
DAUB Of these one-point students granted a waiver,
there were five students who were freshmen in the University
College in good standing in the University College, and they
were granted waivers to participate as members of the varsity track team last spring. The waivers in football a
year ago this past fall--there were two students. One of
them had attempted sixty hours and one of them had attempted
thirty~three hours. They were both in good standing in the
University College, with .90 and .91, respectively. After
!he fall semester there were two boys waived for participating in basketball, one with a .95 average and another one
with a .96 average. In the spring a golfer was waived to
participate in varsity golf with a .98 average. In baseball
for the spring there was one athlete waived who had a .91
average, giving us a total of eleven waivers. These people
are not considered at all unless they are recommended to the
Council by the Dean of Men. There were a number of people,
four, who were recommended to the Athletic Council and disapproved for waiver.
PARISH I simply wish that this statement had been
read before. I wouldn l t have shown quite as much heat, perhaps. But I still say in making these reports that they
should be utterly forthright on this question of athletics.
We have a policy presumably set by the Faculty, and I have
never felt that the reports to the Faculty have been at all
adequate .
DAUB Might I point out that several years ago before
the University College was started that there was a report
of about three people being able to participate, and then
there were five people; and at that time we went into a lot
of detail telling how many points these p ople had earned,
and so forth, in long detail. Then the University College
st?rted up and all of a sudden we had these requests for a
waiver of students in good standing in the University College
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and the number went up to fifteen. Last year I reported fifteen stud ents, and the year before I think I reported fourteen students. All I can say to you is that I am happy to
report only eleven this year.
I felt the Faculty was not very interested in having me
give a long run down on eleven students, giving the grade
points, which would make the report more lengthy. If you
prefer, in the future I would be glad to give the grade-point
averages to you.
PARISH I think if you have a list of students who are
in good standing there is no need for those. But if we have
one student who is permitted to play in a degree college with
less than one-point, I think the Faculty might have a little
better feeling that it was in control, even though some times
it may not be.
DAUB I might point out to you, Professor Parish, that
some times when these cases come up the discussions over
what should or should not be done gets hot and heavy. Professor Peterson can attest to that. Sometimes the voting of
the group might be a case of four to three for waiving a boy.
There is quite a bit of argument and disagreement between the
members of the committee on these borderline cases.
REEVE I would like to ask Professor Daub whether the
Athletic Council knowingly plans for intercollegiate contests during closed week, which I think is contrary to the
general University rules.
DAUB I believe that this coming closed week, or the
week of final examinations, there is an athletic contest in
Denver in the evening; and this contest was approved because
of some conflect down here. I don•t have the exact facts on
this. We approved this with the understanding that no boy
would miss final examinations on that last day, if he had
finals, in order to go to that contest.
REEVE Mr. President, for your information, I might
say that last spring I had a student who was not able to
take a final examination because of an intercollegiate contest, so he agreed to take a lower grade than what he might
have made. The alternative would have been to flunk him.
DAUB I would like to talk to you about who this student was. To my knowledge, there were no contests last
spring. Somebody may have been handing you a bill of goods,
or my memory might be wrong; but I would like to know who
the student was.

Athletic
Contests
During
Closed Week
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PROFESSOR VERNON May I ask if the Council almost automatically waives someone who is in good standing in the University College?
DAUB

No, we don•t consider that automatic.

POPEJOY Are there any other questions? Are there any
other reports? Are there any announcements? If you are willing to waive the old and new business items,. I will listen to
a motion for adjournment.
Adjournment, 5:45 p.m.

a

Respectfully submitted,

e:. __

Al

~ hn N. Durr~e,
Secretary of the Faculty.

.

P,....OPOSAL 'I O INS'IT!UTE A REVISED H'JNIJRS PROGRAM
I N THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXI CO

In the spring of 1957, Professor John E. Longhurst picked abou t
twelve of the better students from his large lecture section of
History 2 and offered to meet them an extra period a week to discuss
a large amount of reading that the students were willing to undertake.
This experiment was so successful that by the opening of Semester I,
1957-58 , Dr. Longhurst and I had secured the enthusiastic consent of
President Popejoy to proceed with a new type of experimental Honors
program, making use of HA and HB to provide credit for the students.
The Honors Director, Professor Rosenzweig, and the Honors Committee
gave enthusiastic cooperation. Shortly thereafter the Committee on
Curricula approved some special offerings under the heading of
General Studies (see current catalog, p. 243). Since that time the
assignment of credit through HA-HB has not been used for work in the
new or experimental Honors program.
Five students who started on an informal non-credit basis with
Professor Longhurst in Semester II, 1957, will be graduating at the
end of the current academic year. These five students will have had
12 hours of General Studies offerings and 6 hours of Honors A by
June, 1960. Because I believe we should recognize these students,
and because the new or experimental Honors program has met with favor
among students and faculty, I propose that the faculty of the University formally institute a University-wide Honors program, with a
special provision to graduate with General Honors (upon the recommendat i on of the temporary Honors Council) those students who began in
Semester II, 1956-57.
Details of the proposal are as follows:
I.

GRADUATION WITH GENERAL HONORS

1. That there be instituted a program of General Honors, upon
successful completion of which the student will receive the baccalaureat~ degree with appropriate designation uwith Highest General
Honors, 1 11 With High General Honors :i "With General Honors, '' e • g ·,
B~c h elor of Science, With General Honors;
'
H
Bachelor of Ar~s, W1.. t h
igh General Honors; Bachelor of Science in Education, With High
General Honors· Bachelor of Fine Arts in Art, Wi th General Honors;
etc.

'

2. That the minimum basic requirements for graduati on with any
level of General Honors shall be as follows: (a) an over-all gradePoint average of 2. 2 ; (b) completion of 18 of the 24 hours listed · ·
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(or to be listed) under " General Studies' 1 (Honors) (see catalog,
p. 243), including, normally, the program for the senior year; (c)
certification by the General Honors Council. (The General Honors
Council will determine the level of General Honors in all cases.)

3. That the operation of the General Honors program be in the
hands of a Director of General Honors, appointed by the President of
the University, and a Gener£1 Honors Council of five members, appoined each year by the President from a slate suggested by the deans of
the colleges, including two members from the College of Arts and
Sciences and one member from each of three other colleges. (Any
member of the General Honors Council may be reappointed indefinitely,
but all appointments shall be made for one year at a time.) The
Director of General Honors shall be an ex-officio and non-voting member of the General Honors Council. The Director of General Honors
shall be the executive officer of the program. His duties shall include the following: (a) t o serve as chainnan of the Council; (b)
with the aid and advice of the Council, to select students for the
program and to terminate those who are not successful; (c) to secure
staff for the offerings in the program and to make necessary arrangements with the deans of colleges and the academic vice-president;
(d) in cooperation with the Dean of Men to administer financial aid
to deserving General Honors students who have need; and (e) to serve
as chief adviser to General Honors students, delegating as much of
this work as necessary to Council members, General Honors staff, and
other faculty members.
That the duties of the General Honors Council, in addition to
those mentioned in item 2 above, shall be as follows: (a) to serve
as a general steering committee of the program; (b) to fonnulate
policy for the General Honors program, to determine general criteria
for admission to, continuance in, and graduation from the program ,
and to get approval of the aB by the general faculty; and (c) to recommend to the Committee oft Curricula any changes in offerings in the
General Honors program.

4. That the program for Graduation with General Honors, or any
detail of the program, shall be subject to review by the general
faculty at any time.
II.

GV.DUATION WITH HONORS IN . . . •
(Departmental Honors)

1 . That there be instituted also a program of graduat i on with
Honors in • • • • (a department, or a college in cases where the
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college is not departmental i zed] to be administered by the departments or the degree-granting colleges individually or separately , with
the diploma for the baccalaL·.reate degree indicating the field in which
the student has excelled and the level of honors attained, for example, Bachelor of Science, With Highest Honors in Civil Engineering;
Bachelor of Science, With High Honors in Pharmacy; Bachelor of Arts,
With Honors in Economics; etc.
2. That the control of this program of departmental honors
shall be largely and substantially in the hands of the separate departments (or colleges, where there are no departments wi thin a
college), provided that (1) any departmental program shall be subject
to review by the appropriate college faculty or by the general faculty
at any time; (2) that Graduation with Honors in . • . shall never be
a matter solely of performance in standard courses or of grade-point
averages in either the field of specialization or the entire program
of the student, but shall be granted as a result of the satisfactory
completion of a specific program including specific requirements
above and beyond the requirements for graduation without honors; and
C;) . that any departmental program shall always respect the follo wing
m_, n1.mal criteria: (a) an over-all grade-point average of 2. 2; and
(,,) not less than 6 credit hours in independent study, senior thesis,
~.. ,__. s_µecial courses open onJ y to candidates for graduation with Honors
in La department or collegel •
III.

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

.
1. That any student in any baccalaureate degree-granting divi ~1.on or colle~e of the University, if he fulfills the re~uire~ents,
~hal l be elig~ble to graduate with General Honors as defined in
S,2 -:tion I of this proposal (College of Law excepted) . The same shall
bE. ;'.:_~·ue for graduation with Departmental Honors (Section II of this
P"':'::eosal)' provided of course that the student Is department or
~?L l.ege has an acce;table prog;am. Also, any student shall be eligil e to graduate with both General Honors and Departmental Honors. In
case of graduation with both types of Honors, the diploma shall
~arry both designations, f 0 i. example, Bachelor.of Sc~ence! With High
eneral Honors, and With Highest Honors in Civil Engineering; Bachelor of Arts, With General Honors and With Honors in Socio logy;
B~chelor of Fine Arts in Art, Wi~h Highest General Honors, and With
High Honors in Art; Bachelor of Science in Nursing, With General
Honors, and With Highest Honors in Nursing; etc.
That a degree-granting division of the University who se degree or
degrees are obviously and clearly based upon a previous bachelor'.s
degree may, if it chooses, substitute for the program of Graduation
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with Departmental Honors a program of Honors using the terminology
~ laude, magna £!.!!!! laude, summa cum laude.
2. That, nonnally, no student shall be graduated with Departmental or General Honors unless he has taken the last 60 hours of his
work for the bachelor's degree at the University of New Mexico.
3. That every effort be made to correlate the two programs and
to ~ncourage abler students to try for both General Honors and Departmental Honors.
4. That, in order to implement this new program, and to avoid
conflicts in tenninology, the present Honors A-Honors B program as
well as the present program of "Graduation with Honors;' (catalog,
pp. 98-99) be abolished as soon as feasible without depriving students
of any of their rights under the current or earlier catalogs. As long
as overlap exists between the programs, the student's transcript
should indicate whether he has fulfilled requirements as in catalogs
up through 1959-60 or as in catalogs 1960-61 and later. The permanent
record of students graduating with General Honors in 1960 should
clearly describe the program they have followed and indicate the basis
for special faculty approval of some level of General Honors.
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November 13, 1959
To:

E. F. Castetter, nean-;-Graduate School.

From:

George M. Peterson

SubJect: · Doc'tol'al Program in Paychology
1.

Need

The first formal lab0ratory of psychology was established
only eighty years ago in Europe. In this relatively short period
of time, however, psychology has developed into one of the major
areas of science. In 1958 almost 10% of all the Ph.D. degrees
awarded in the United States were in psychology. The field of
psychology has experienc ed ~ tremendous growth since the end of
World War II. ln 1945, t !·1~re were approximately 4,000 members of
fhe American Psychological Association and today, fourteen years
ater, there are over 20,000 members. The vast majority of these
members hold the Ph.D. degree or an equivalent such as the M. D.
" Prior to the war the greatest concentration in the field was
on pure" or theoretical psychology. However, the exigencies of
the war effort forced psychologists to utilize their skill in a
great many ways. Examples of these applications were in more efficient training methods, selection and placement of military personnel, assisting in the development of wea pons systems, the vetrrans rehabilitation program, and the trea tment of the emotionalty disturbed. The immense post-war application of psychology in
he civilian community was a natural result. The growth of the
irofession is evident. There isn't a state in the U.S. today
hat doesn't have a large nu.mber of position vacancies for trained psychologists. These s~js are not being filled because there
caren't a sufficient number·' of newly graduating Ph. D.'s i n psyhhology. As an example in New Mexico one of the Air. Force bases
ad a division opened i~ engineering psychology with twenty-five
~~sitions for psychologists. The salaries of these Jobs were
mpetitive but there were ~o people available and when the Jobs
~~uldn•t be filled the vacancies were transferred to another state.
is resulted in an annual payroll loss to New Mexico of approximately $250,000.00.
th The need for an increase in mental health clinics throughout
foe country ls generally re ~ognized. One estimate calls for a fiveli ~d increase. The major reason for this lack of treatment fac ii Y is a shortage of trained psychological personnel. In 1956,
vn a report to the Governor of New Mexico by the Governor's Adisory Committee on Mental Health, it was pointed out that none
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of the universities in New Mexico was offering the Ph. n. degree
in psychology. Also, the interstate compacts under WICHE make
no provisions for the training of psychologists in neighboring
institutions having more adequate facilities.
One of the reasons f er- these personnel shortages is that
psychologists are now wot·king in areas that were foreign to them
a few years ago. There is hardly an aspect of life in the western
culture that is not inf·luenced to a greater or lesser degree by
the work of psychologistso A great many of the Jobs held by psychologists today did not in fact exist ten years ago.
No university or college in the state of New Mexico now
offers graduate work beyond the master's level. As a result our
graduate students have had to go to other states in order to do
doctoral work. There are presently 22 on-campus graduate students in psychology. It is reasonable to expect that the department would have 10-15 Ph. n. students enrolled each year if a
doctoral program were instituted. The department is experienced
in its graduate offerings having awarded its first masters degree
in general psychology in 19~5. Since 1954, the department has
had research grants and ~~bsidies from non-university sources in
excess of $150,000. At the present time, we are operating with
outside research grants of approximately $50,000. This non-state
revenue is presently supporting six graduate resear-ch assistants.
There are only ten state universities comparable to or larger
than UNM in the United States that do not offer the Ph.D. in
psychology. ·In the surrounding states, doctoral work in the field
is given by the universities of Arizona, Colorado, Utah, Texas,
Oklahoma and Kansas. It is also given by such other schools as
Brigham Young University, Colorado State College (Greeley ), and
Denver University. If the University of New Mexico is to keep
abreast of the other Rockv :vrountain institutions it seems imperative that this doctoral pi•ogram be instituted.
2.

Staff

D. T.
Henry
R. M.
E.G.
Ralph
G. M.
ing

Benedetti, Ph.D., University of Colorado
Ellis, Ph.D., Washington University at St. Louis
Morgan, Ph.D., Ohio State University
Nolan, Ph.D., Princeton University
Norman, Ph.D., Ohio State University
Peterson, Ph.D., University of Chicago

The above staff is considered sufficient to Justify offerthe Ph.D. degree.

3. Areas of Specialization
Our emphasis will be on general psychology but the student
Will have the opportunity to specialize in course -work and

----

receiving final departmental approval for pursuit of
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dissertation research in the various subfields such as engineering psychology, clinical, physiological, industrial, experimental,
etc.

4.

Adm i s s ion

A prospective candidate for the doctoral degree must have an
acceptable bachelor's degree. He must also meet the standards of
admission of the Graduate School and present satisfactory evidence
of ability and adequate preliminary training in his proposed field
of concentration. All stL!-1ents admitted o the doctoral program
will have passed an extensive preliminary qualifying examination
in the field of psychology. This preliminary examination ls not
to be confused with the general comprehensive examination which
will be given near the completion of training.

5. Course Requirements
a. The minimum amount of course work for the Ph.D. shall
semester hours, exclusive of dissertation or thesis research.
The language, residence, and other requirements will be as specifla:i
by the Graduate Schoo 1.
be
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b. Normally, a psychology major would require but a single
minor. This minor would be in such related subjects as biology,
chemistry, mathematics, physics and engineering. All of these
departments give a Ph. o. 0 ~ equivalent at the present time and
should offer ample facil !ties for minor work for those students
who major in psychology.

6.

Estimated Cost of Proposed Doctoral Program

a. Library -- The present library offerings in the field
of PSYchology are sufficient for the masters program currently
offered~ All of the major Journals published in English are
presently being received. · However, it is urged that our present
library allocation of about $800 be increased to $1,000. Even
:~th such an increase, psychology would be r~ceiving less than
st departments offering tne Ph. D. degree.
$
b. Equipment -- we are planning to request an increase of
$~CO per year in our departmental equipment budget (currently
t OO). Additional laboratory space is a pressing need even under
dhe existing program and will be an absolute requirement with the
oc toral program.
of
$5 c. Expense -- we are planning to ask for an increase Part
OO in our expense budget. Our present budget is $1500.
of this increase is needed for the expanding undergraduate program
and Part for the proposed d vctoral program.

d. Additional Course Offerings -- 1\.ro advanced courses have
already been added to the psychology curriculum in anticipation

8

4
of the doctoral program.

We now are requesting the addition of
one new course (Psychology 180) and the upgrading of tw-0 additional courses (Psychology 232L and 158). This will involve no extra
budgetary cost to the unlvers l ty.
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Dec embe r 4, 1959

For I t em 4, Agenda for Fa cul ty Mee t ing of December 8, 1959.

I tem 4:

Docto ra l

Pr ogram i n Psychology .

Pleas e n o te the following r evision by the Graduate
Commi ttee,
Item 4, paragrap h 4, s entence 3 on page
3 o f the doctoral proposal:
Del ete "admi tted t o• and subs t itute " rece iving final
departmental appro v al for pursuit o f • . • "
This is a technica l c o rrect ion only,
f o r the purpose
o f distinguising between ini t ial admission procedures
in the Graduate Offic e and la ter departmental procedures
f o r approval o f the doctoral s tudent as provided for in
the doctoral p r ogr am regulations, Graduate Bulletin
(p. 40), sect ion, "Departmental Appr ov al o f a Candidate . "

1U:QUIREMENTS FOR CONCENTRATION IN TELEVISION-RAuIO
For Students Graduating ~ith B.F.A. in
Dramatic Art or B.A. (with Speech Maj or)
Speech 51
Introduction to Radio-Television (3)
(Can be 1:m.-.ght by either department)
Dramatic Art
52 Television-Radio Drama
Production (3)
Six hours to be selected from

the following courses:
89 Rehearsal and Performance (3)

Speech
65 Production Procedures in
Radio-Television (3)

Six hours to be selected from
the following courses:

165 Broadcast Programming and
Policy (3)

152 Advanced Television-Radio
Drama Production (3)

166 Televis i on-Radio Writing (3)

161 Advanced Rehearsal and
Performance (3)

180 Advanced Television-Radio
Production and Directing (3)

Last fall at the request of Vice-President Castetter , the depart~ents of Speech and Dramatic Art began a study of their offerings
in television-radio with a view toward utilizing to the fullest
extent the facilities , staff, and courses of both departments in
television-radio instruction. This plan was pursued with the
c~operation of the deans of the colleges of Arts and Sciences and
Fin~ Arts. It was agreed ·that a concentration in televisionradio should not reduc .·: appreciably present required courses for
the major in either department.
A Speech major with
21 hours of general
rd
'
a lo.
Of these 42
Speech and 9 in the

a concentration in television-radio will take
speech courses and 21 hours in televisionhours, 33 will be given in the Department of
Department of Dramati c Art.

The television-radio concentration in Dramatf C Art will require
t~at the College of Fine Arts drama maj or substitute a total o~
lu hours in television-radio for 18 hours normally taken as maJor
~equirements. Twelve of the course hours substituted are from
he Department of Speech six from the Department of Dramatic Art.
There is no change in th~ total number of hours required for the
drama major.

November 3
Curricula Committee

TO:

FROii:

Wilson Ivins, Chairman, Department of Secondary Education

SUBJECT:
n,

195,

Changes in Course Offerings

Request is made for approval of the following change, to become effective as o r
the designated date, and, if temporary, for the session indicated.
1.

Addition of new major:
-I

COMNUNICATI'lffi' ARTS COMPOSITE TEACHING MAJOR (54 hours)
Group

l·

English (21 hours) English 1,2,53,54; 6 hours in upper
division courses in American and (or) World Literature;
3 hours in creative or informative writing.

Group

1·

Speech (12 hours) Speech 55 and 9 hours or Speech 1 and 2
and 6 hours in courses numbered above 50.

Group

1•

Journalism and ( en·) Drama (9 hours)

Group

i•

Electives (12 hours) Upper division courses to be chosen
from: English, Speech, Journalism, or Drama.

(English 1, 2; Speech 55 are required in General Education Group
Requirements)
''Upper division courses" means courses above 100.
A.

No new courses are included in this major, nor will there be any
deviation from current standard degree program requirements other
than those inherent in the composite idea.

B.

The departments of Speech, Drama, and Journalism have expressed
approval and support of this teaching major. The English Department has, until the present time, opposed it but is now reconsider i ng
the proposal because of changes that have been made in accord with
some of its earlier objections.

c.

It will be observed (p. 142, general catalog) that both Journalism
and Drama have been excluded from the list of acceptable single
teaching majors for secondary teachers, although included in a llst
of acceptable teaching minors. This composite Communicative Arts
teaching major, it will be noted, makes very easy the acquisition,
Edditionally> of a de~artmental major in Journalism or Drama.
This possibility of combining a Journalism or Drama departmental
major with the composite in Communicative Arts is, in the view of
the Department of Secor.dary Education, not only possible but
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desirable. Therefore, it shall be agreed that both Journalism and
Drama departmental majors shall be acceptable in combination with
the Composite in Connnunicative Arts.
Effective:
Permanent

Semester II, 1959-60

B. Explanation of above request ~
The so-called composite teaching major area has certain purposes which in
themselves represent claimed advantages or strengths in a teacher's preparation which are considered to be strong enough to outweigh certain apparent
inherent weaknesses in that ~ame composite. Prominent among these purposes
are:

C,

1.

The composite is designed to make possible unified learning of the
prospective teacher within a broad field of closely related subject
matter disciplines which would not be possible if he were to acquire
a single subject matter !'llaj or teaching area in a standard four-year
degree program.

2.

The application of the prospective teacher's unified knowledge from
the composite to the teaching of currently unified or "generalized"
secondary school subjects (e.g. "Language Arts" or "Communicative
Arts", "General Science", 1 'Biology") is an avowed purpose of this form
of preparation.

3,

Preparation of teachers able to do an adequate job of teaching in
several closely related subjects rather than a superior job in a
single subject is a purpose of this form of preparation. It grows
out of realization that most novice teachers have not fully completed
their preparation and will begin their careers in small secondary
schools in which they must expect multiple rather than single subject
teaching assignments.

Approved:
(Signed)

c. C. Travelstead, Dean
College of Education

j .

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON RETIREMENT AND INSURANCE
December, 1959
We have now completed approximately one year and a half under
the TIAA Major Medical Healt~ Insurance Plan. Since claims are running considerably in excess of the amount anticipated, TIAA has informed us that there needs to be an increase in premiums of 25 per
cent, or some $15,000 per year, in order to achieve a balance between
premium income and claims and to keep the plan operative. The desired balance could also be accomplished by reducing claims (benefits)
or by a combination of increasing premiums and reducing claims.
TIAA proposed that we increase the premiums on employees-not on dependents--by $1.25 per month. This is an equitable arrangement since claims have run higher for employees than for dependents.
President Popejoy indicate~ that the University general fund can absorb this increase in premium on employees so that no member will
have to see another deduction from his salary check. This increase,
however, will provide only $8,800 of the $15,000 needed to keep our
health insurance plan in operation.
In order to provide for the additional amount needed to
achieve the desired balance, the Committee considered a number of
alternative ways of keeping the essential benefits of our health
insurance plan at the most reasonable and equitably distributed cost.
When one considers the wide range of salaries for employees of the
University, it is obvious th1t a reduction of benefits or an increa se
in premiums weighs more heavily upon the lower income groups. Therefore, the Committee approves the principle that members with higher
S~laries should pay more ( e ither in the form of higher premiums or a
higher deductible) than those in the lower brackets; first of all because it is a good ethical principle, and secondly because medical
claims (as shown by our experience under this plan) are greater in
the higher salary brackets.
For these reasons the Committee considered these two alternatives:
(1) to increase premiums in the upper salary brackets by $1

per month for those members with salaries from $5,000 to
$7,999 and $2 per month for those with salaries of $8,000
or more, or
(2) To decrease the dollar volume of claims by increasing the
deductible to $75 for those with salaries of $5, 000 to
$7,999 and to $100 for those with salaries of $8,000 a nd
over.

r
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The Committee finally rejected the additional increase in
premiums by variable amounts in favor of raising the deductibl e
amount, because the latter alternative would avoid raising the
premium costs paid by the m~mbers and at the same time would ma int a in
virtually intact the protection against major medical expenses which
the plan was established to provide.
Therefore, the Committee proposes to adjust the deductible
which must be met before being reimbursed by TIAA according to the
following scale:
Salary
Below $5,000
$5,000 to $7,999
$8,000 and above

Deductible
$

50
75
100

TIAA has agreed to this schedule, and it is the r ecommendation of the Committee that it be approved by the Faculty to go into
effect on January 1, 1960.
It is requested that members of the Faculty send to the
Chairman of the Committee any request for clarification on a ny point
before the General Faculty Meeting on December 8, so that discussion
may be expedited.
Respectfully submitte d
Robert E. Clark
John N. Durrie
Ralph L. Edgel
Howard V. Finston
Hugh F. Graham
Morris S. Hendrickson
John Perovich
R. M. Duncan, Chairman

December, 1959
RecoILII1endations by the Policy Committee Concerning Changes in the
"Functions, Duties, and Composition of Faculty Standing ColIJili t tees
(revised through January, 1959)"

Athletic Council
It is recorr.mended that the words "as well as to other students" (in the
seventh line of the following statement) be deleted:
The chief duties and functions of the Athletic Council are to formulate and
maintain general policies pertaining to intercollegiate athletics within the
framework of a program amateur in spirit and fact, integrated with general
physical education activities and involving equal opportuniti es and responsibilities for athletes with all other students; to transmit to the Faculty a report,
based on information compiled by t :1e Student Affairs Di vision, of gratuitous
awards and of employment given to athletes as well as te e~aeF s~Haes~s, on the
athletic budget, and on other matters concerning intercollegiate athletics worthy
of attention (this report shall be made each November to cover the preceding
fiscal year); . . . .

Committee~ Scholarships and Prizes
It is recommended that the following be added to the functions of the committee:
"I t _also has the responsibility of transmitting to the Faculty a report, based
on information compiled by the Stur~nt Affairs Division, of gratuitous awards
and of employment given to non-e :.-nl.etes , at the same meeting ( each November to
cover the preceding fiscal year) at which the chairman of the Athletic Council
reports on similar information regarding athletes."

